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in memory of the K.e.N. association
when earth-keeping was child-keeping



He turned to Reason and spoke.
“You can tell me, lady. Is there such a place as the Island in the West or is it 

only a feeling of my own mind?”
“I cannot tell you,” said she, “because you do not know.”
“But you know.”
“But I can tell you only what you know. I can bring things out of the dark 

part of your mind into the light part of it. But now you ask me what is not even 
in the dark of your mind.”

“Even if it were only a feeling in my own mind, would it be a bad feeling?”
“I have nothing to tell you of good and bad.”

— C. S. lewis, The Pilgrim’s Regress, 58 [emphasis in original]
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Preface

Why This Bo ok? A PersonAl reAson

having spent years studying and working in the geosciences and teach-
ing an environmental ethics course, i have been involved with environmen-
tal issues for decades. Through that time, as i have observed how we talk 
about and engage with environmental issues, i have become increasingly 
puzzled by three questions. first, why do people disagree so much with re-
gards to the content of environmental stewardship? even people who share 
the same worldview, such as Christians who agree that God created the 
world and commanded human beings to care for it, nonetheless disagree as 
to the content of “creation care.” Second, why do people, when approaching 
environmental issues, tend to behave as if getting the science right (or, in 
the case of Christians, getting the Bible right too) automatically determines 
what course of action to take with regards to environmental problems? is 
environmental stewardship really that simple? are current environmen-
tal problems predominantly the result either of ignorance or willful sin? 
finally, why in our disagreements over environmental issues do we seem 
to spend most of our time talking past each other instead of addressing the 
meat of our differences?

in my reading, i have witnessed too many discussions characterized by 
ad hominem, where one side accuses the other of ill will, whether with ac-
cusations of siding with a greedy, corporate cabal bent on destroying nature 
in pursuit of profit or with accusations of being misanthropic, tree-hugging, 
nature worshippers that see human beings as a virus ravaging the earth. in 
this book, we will see that there are schools of thought in the spectrum of 
environmental positions whose logical extremes lead to such conclusions 
but also that it is untrue that we must necessarily come to such conclusions. 
even most people (though, admittedly, not all) who hold positions close to 
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an extreme do not actually believe the extreme. To generally assume that 
someone is motivated by either soul-ravaging greed or life-ravaging mis-
anthropy is unfair, does not lead to productive dialogue, and makes com-
promise nearly impossible. (Mea culpa: i have been guilty myself of such 
pigeon-holing of others.)

This book is an attempt to answer the questions i posed earlier by 
providing a taxonomy of what goes into determining the content of en-
vironmental stewardship. in doing so, i also hope to provide a structure 
we can use in our debates over how to care for the environment. Such a 
structure can help us identify what we really disagree over, hidden points 
of agreement, and possible avenues for dialogue and compromise. This, i 
hope, can lead to a more faithful, fruitful, and robust suite of environmental 
stewardship activities.

WhAT This Bo ok is And is noT

The main purpose of this book is to propose an analytical structure or tax-
onomy to aid in describing and weighing the different factors that affect 
the content of environmental stewardship. There are many excellent works 
on environmental stewardship and theology, ethics, science and policy, 
politics, and economics, but this book is relatively unique in that it aims to 
comprehensively (though certainly not exhaustively) address all the above 
topics. much of what is in this book has been said before by others; my 
contribution is in trying to bring those ideas together in a unified frame-
work and to bring to the notice of one disciplinary community pertinent 
contributions from another that might have been missed. (Note, because 
this book is synthetic, the chapters do not always work in a linear order; 
later chapters may presume knowledge not presented in earlier chapters. i 
provide a list of abbreviations in the front portion of this book and a glos-
sary and index in the back of the book as aids.)

i do not claim to have read anywhere near everything in every field 
(philosophy, theology, biblical studies, religion, ethics, politics, economics, 
epistemology, science-technology studies, etc.) touched in this book and i 
make liberal use of secondary sources.1 Thus, i am sure experts in any of 

1. when sources i quote use a parenthetical citation system (such as the american 
psychological association’s style), i generally leave out the parenthetical citations, as 
my focus is what the source i am using is saying (even if they are presenting work by or 
ideas from another source). another way to think of it is that i treat parenthetical cita-
tions as if they were footnotes; when quoting a work that has footnotes, we usually do 
not include the footnote markers within the quotation. in some instances, i will men-
tion in a footnote that the text i quoted had a parenthetical citation(s) that i removed.
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the fields touched on by this book can provide robust critiques of my argu-
ments, and i welcome such critiques. The value of this work, however, is not 
in the depth of its detail but in the intertwining strength of its synthesis. i 
believe what the framework i have set out lacks in particulars it makes up in 
its breadth. for the task of fostering dialogue and convergence is necessarily 
a task of synthesis. without such a synthesis, it is difficult for me to see how 
we can collectively discern what should be the content of environmental 
stewardship.

This book is also relatively unique in that it seeks to speak to two audi-
ences simultaneously; i hope that each will benefit from hearing arguments 
they may be unaccustomed to. readers who are evangelical Christians may 
find the discussion about the philosophy of science and science-policy con-
nections to be new; i have seldom encountered those topics addressed in 
works of Christian environmental ethics or eco-theology. readers who are 
not evangelical Christians, subscribing to another religion or, in particu-
lar, to no religion at all, may find the discussion about worldviews (and the 
Christian worldview in particular) to offer new ways of analyzing environ-
mental problems and proposed solutions. in secular discussions of environ-
mental ethics, i have rarely seen worldview considerations addressed, even 
though the secular worldview is itself a worldview.

lastly, in this book i try to critique arguments, not people, and pres-
ent the arguments of others fairly. when i mention a person in a critique, 
it is to provide credit to meet the requirements of intellectual honesty, not 
to critique the person being mentioned. if i use a source in favor of an ar-
gument i am making, i am not saying that that source agrees with me. i 
endeavor to use all sources fairly and accurately according to the plain sense 
of the source’s argument, but i do not claim that that source would make the 
conclusions i am making using their material and ideas. i also hope to pres-
ent all arguments in a way that the proponents of those arguments would 
find to be fair presentations of their beliefs. in my mind, this is a minimum 
requirement of fairness and love towards those who hold those beliefs; it 
does not necessarily imply my agreement with those positions. i am sadly 
aware, however, of my own biases, temper, and weaknesses. To those who 
may feel my treatment of them or their arguments is unfair, i ask you for 
your forgiveness in advance.

Who This Bo ok is WriT Ten For

as mentioned earlier, this book is written using the language of the cultures 
of two audiences: evangelical Christians and those who are not evangelical 
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Christians (both those from a different religion as well as those claiming no 
religion at all). i started this book from musings about how the Christian 
church can better care for creation. as i continued to explore the issue, i 
found many of the ideas i was exploring applied to both those holding the 
Christian worldview and those who hold other worldviews. additionally, it 
seemed to me that while i wanted to address specific issues Christians are 
wrestling with regarding creation care, i saw that the taxonomy i was creat-
ing would be useful to a broad audience, irrespective of what worldviews 
one held. Given the history of this book, i have sought to both engage the 
Christian worldview in particular detail while at the same time make my 
argument accessible to all. 

i also want to provide a few clarifying points to help explain some 
of the wording and content choices i made for this book. To those in the 
Christian church: i write as a brother in Christ—he of whom we say “Salva-
tion is found in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given 
to mankind by which we must be saved”2—and it is my fervent hope that 
this book will help the various parts of the Body of Christ communicate 
with one another and aid us in fulfilling God’s creation care command. 
while i set out what i hope is a biblical way of understanding creation care, 
i also include non-Christian religious and non-religious worldviews. while 
Scripture is authoritative regarding all matters of life and faith, this does not 
mean that we cannot gain from comparing and contrasting other beliefs 
with our own creeds. That insight can help us better understand what Scrip-
ture teaches us about creation care, how to obey the creation care command, 
and how to communicate to those holding other worldviews the call given 
to us from Scripture.

To those who do not hold the Christian worldview: i hope you find 
that my argument respects and engages your perspectives and is useful to 
you as you seek to understand what excellent environmental stewardship 
looks like. i believe, however, that all readers, regardless of their religious 
(or secular) beliefs, will benefit from interaction with the Christian world-
view. despite the evangelical church being a relative newcomer to modern 
environmental discussions, Christianity has a rich philosophical and theo-
logical history that provides valuable tools to understanding environmental 
stewardship. in particular, Christian theological wrestling with the nature of 
paradox (found in the core of Christian faith in Jesus, who is both fully God 
and fully human), with the nature of the moral law, and with the nature of 
love offers help as we struggle with the complexities of environmental stew-
ardship. (we will not be able to delve into these topics in any great detail in 

2. acts 4:12.
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this book, but i encourage you to examine them. C. S. lewis’s Mere Christi-
anity is a good place to start.) at the very least, Christianity asks us to con-
sider the impact of worldviews—an understanding of what the world is—an 
impact secular thought often does not critically examine. one argument 
in this book is that all people have a worldview that influences their un-
derstanding of what environmental stewardship entails; by examining one 
worldview, Christianity, in depth, we may better understand how world-
views in general affect our understanding of environmental stewardship.

Because i am an evangelical Christian and am writing to multiple au-
diences, i will also refer to “environmental stewardship” using the term “cre-
ation care.” The two terms are essentially interchangeable, for the purposes 
of this book. when Christians talk of creation care, the term “creation” 
refers to the doctrine that God created the world and that the world is not 
self-existing. “Creation” does not refer to a particular mechanism by which 
God created the world. Thus, when i speak of creation care, i am not saying 
anything about whether God used an evolutionary mechanism or not in 
creating the various forms of life, just that God made it. finally, i frame the 
question of creation care in the language of a command. Christians believe 
God commanded human beings to care for the earth and so it is natural for 
Christians to speak of creation care in terms of obedience to that command 
and the command-giver. from a secular perspective, while the concepts are 
slightly different, the idea of categorical or moral imperative works similarly 
well (though without the sense of relationship with a loving God that un-
derlies the Christian notion of obedience). Thus, wherever i discuss “follow-
ing God’s command,” those who have secular beliefs might substitute “doing 
what is moral” or something similar.

hoW To Use This Bo ok

Because this book sets out a taxonomy for understanding environmental 
stewardship, one way of using this book is as a list of questions to ask of dif-
ferent ways of thinking about environmental stewardship. it could, perhaps, 
be used as a diagnostic checklist to help us understand proposed solutions 
and compare those solutions against alternatives. Such diagnosis can be 
done individually, in private study, or in dialogue with a small or large group 
of people.

Because of the breadth of this book, it could be used as an introduction 
to the topic of environmental ethics in general and Christian environmental 
ethics in particular. This book, however, is not written with the pacing and 
pedagogical scaffolding of a textbook. if you are brand-new to the topic, you 
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might want to start off with John Benson’s Environmental Ethics or Steven 
Bouma-prediger’s For the Beauty of the Earth. despite the wealth of good 
books on environmental ethics, both evangelical and non-evangelical, i am 
not aware of any single work that covers all the areas addressed in this book; 
the most prominent lacuna is epistemology of science and science-policy 
studies. Thus, this book may be a helpful companion to a textbook on envi-
ronmental ethics.

This book might be fruitfully used as a reading in a small group or 
discussion group. whenever considering a contentious topic, i find it of-
ten helpful to bounce ideas off of and engage in arguments with a group 
of friends. in particular, given the discussion in the last chapter on conflict 
resolution regarding creation care issues, the small discussion group format 
may provide a good venue in which to practice mutual listening and dia-
logue. i provide a few discussion questions suitable for individual and small 
group study at the end of each chapter.

as with nearly all books, i am sure i will need to make corrections and 
additions. i will post a list of errata and addenda at the book’s website: see 
http://nature.johnny-lin.com. other resources related to the book will also 
be available at that site.

AcknoWled gmenTs

i am acutely aware of the debt i owe to family, friends, and colleagues who, 
over many years, generously nurtured many of the ideas i present in this 
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in this book, however, are my own, and the opinions expressed in this book 
should be considered solely those of the author.
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taught at North park university with Karl Clifton-Soderstrom and r. Boaz 
Johnson. i am grateful for their partnership and sharing of their knowledge 
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mental ethics courses. Karl’s outsized contribution to my thinking can be 
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additional faculty from the North park dialogue also taught me a great 
deal about ethics, philosophy, history, and theology: ilsup ahn, Greg Clark, 
david Koeller, and r. J. Snell.

The following people read portions of the manuscript: Susan daniels, 
daniel Kim, han li, Jung-Tai lin, and wesley lindahl. daniel, in particu-
lar, did yeoman’s work for me. Their comments, suggestions, and unselfish 
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grateful to Terry morrison and Kaleb Nyquist for their kind and generous 
commendations.

Thanks to my supervisors at North park university and the university 
of washington Bothell—linda mcdonald and munehiro fukuda, respec-
tively—for their support. lawrence, agnes, and i-Sha liu and Jung-Tai and 
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3. lin, “role of Science.”
4. prov 31:10.
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5. matt 5:45.
6. matt 10:29.
7. John 15:15.
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Introduction

A PArABle

at the beginning of each chapter, we introduce each topic with the fictional 
story of a pastor, his church, and their engagement with the topic of cre-
ation care.1 Stories convey ideas in ways direct argument or didactic writing 
cannot. hopefully, our visits with pastor Gabriel lang and friends will give 
us additional grist for the mill as we consider the nature of environmental 
stewardship.

What’s that saying, again, pastor Gabriel lang thought to him-
self, about where roads lead that are paved with good intentions? 
when he decided to preach a few months ago on what the Bible 
had to say about creation care, he had thought it would be a 
way of helping his congregation wrestle with how to apply the 
Bible to their everyday lives regarding an issue of contemporary 
significance. what he didn’t expect was the beehive of activity it 
would set off. To be sure, some of this activity was exactly what 
he had hoped for. people were engaging with one another, Scrip-
ture, and God in prayer and thinking about ways they could put 
their convictions into action. But in the mix, you would peri-
odically hear mutterings of discord: remarks here about “those 
greedy businesses” or there about “those long-haired tree-hug-
gers.” Nothing usually came out of those sotto voce comments, 

1. daniel Taylor first gave us the idea of mixing fiction and non-fiction in this way 
(Taylor, The Myth).
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but even worse, when a discussion actually did occur, Gabriel 
would see the two proverbial ships passing in the night. instead 
of talking to one another, people seemed to talk past each other. 
it gave Gabriel a bad feeling; they reminded him of the minor 
earthquakes that come prior to the eruption of a volcano.

which finally happened. it had started with arnold Banks’s 
suggestion at the monthly meeting of the church’s creation care 
committee that the church leadership, on behalf of the church, 
sign a petition being circulated around town asking the Town 
Council to turn down the request of acme industries for a per-
mit to expand its factory. “This expansion,” arnold explained, 
“would destroy the franklin marshes, one of the last wetland 
areas that has remained unchanged since the pioneer days when 
the town was first settled.” Clearly, arnold continued, obedience 
to God’s creation care command demanded the church align 
itself with the right side on this issue.

“But, arnold,” replied ralph lee, “that expansion will pro-
vide hundreds of jobs, and acme has already set aside funds to 
purchase and restore a separate parcel of former wetland, nearly 
twice the size of the franklin marshes. The environmental 
impact studies show that the ecological worth of the restored 
wetland area is much higher and will even provide increased 
flood protection for area businesses; their flood insurance rates 
may even decrease.”

ramona anderson rolled her eyes. “why is it always about 
money with you business owners, ralph? haven’t you been 
listening to pastor Gabriel’s sermons? God cares about his cre-
ation, regardless of whether it makes us rich or not.”

ralph glared. “ramona,” he began, “yes, i have been listen-
ing to pastor Gabriel.” he paused. “i also want to take care of 
creation. But the problem with you tree-huggers is that business 
is always wrong and people are the cause of all our problems. 
frankly,” and here his brows furrowed, “i sometimes feel like 
you tree-huggers would be happier if human beings didn’t exist 
at all.”

The room grew quiet. people looked at their feet, shuffled 
papers, or checked their smartphones. lourdes Garcia broke the 
silence. like her geographical namesake, lourdes had a heart 
for healing, and it didn’t matter whether it was the healing of 
broken bones at her medical practice or the healing of frazzled 
relationships. “ralph,” she said, “i don’t think ramona meant 
that people have no legitimate needs, and ramona, . . .”

“lourdes,” ramona cut her off, “don’t bother. it’s high time 
people showed their true colors. The preponderance of the 
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science is clear, that we are hurting the environment, so the 
real question is: are we going to obey God or not? That’s what 
it comes down to. and i’m sick and tired of people pretending 
they’re following God’s commands to be green when they’re re-
ally following mammon . . . .”

ralph lee pushed his chair from the table and walked out 
of the room. The people who remained heard his car door shut, 
engine start, and his car drive away. everyone looked at Gabriel, 
but he didn’t know what to say. finally, he broke the silence: 
“maybe we all need a little time to get our bearings. i’ll email ev-
eryone to find a time for another meeting.” people nodded and 
politely left. Gabriel locked up the building and started turning 
off the remaining lights. as he reached the last switch, his eyes 
glanced at the “Save energy, save God’s world” sticker next to 
the switch. I guess we’ll have to add some relationships to the list 
of things that need saving, he ruefully thought, as he turned out 
the last light.

Why This Bo ok?

over the last several decades, the global environmental movement has 
grown in ways few could have imagined just a century ago. people from all 
kinds of backgrounds—different ethnicities, religious beliefs, socioeconom-
ic classes, etc.—have begun to wrestle deeply with environmental issues. in 
parallel, a movement has grown within the evangelical church that seeks to 
renew her calling to live as a steward of creation. Theologians, philosophers, 
scientists, and other Christian leaders have faithfully reminded us of the 
Scriptural foundation for such a mandate and have prophetically exhorted 
us to consider ways we might live differently, both personally and as a so-
ciety, in order to better fulfill this mandate. in response, whether in the 
form of policy declarations, lobbying efforts, youth rallies, Bible studies, or 
churches and individuals carefully and consciously changing their lifestyles 
to support environmentally-friendlier options, Christians from all walks of 
life, all political stripes, and all throughout the nation have begun a grass-
roots movement to obey God’s call to us as stewards of creation. Yet for all 
the clear and compelling work that has been done regarding the importance 
of creation care to God and his church, comparatively little work has been 
done regarding how to translate those commands into obedience.

for many in the church, the idea of a difference between the two—
that an understanding that God commands human stewardship of creation 
does not automatically tell us how we are to obey that command—seems 
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exceedingly strange. after all, when confronted by a command in Scrip-
ture, we should not respond, “let me think more about what obedience 
means,” but, “let’s do it!” when God commands us not to steal, we do not 
reply, “how do i go about obeying this command?” we just stop stealing. 
and given the clarity of Scripture regarding our responsibility as stewards, 
as well as the lessons from science regarding environmental problems and 
solutions, the idea of needing to translate command into obedience seems 
more than odd: it seems evasive. why do we need more clarity in order to 
properly obey the environmental stewardship command?

Consider the following thought experiment.2 pretend there are two 
earths, identical to each other except in the following way: 

1. in the first earth, which we will call the “fossil fuel” world, human-
caused greenhouse gas emissions are projected to result in a 2.8 de-
grees Celsius increase in global mean temperature by 2100, with at-
tendant effects on climate, extreme weather, ice sheet melting, species 
population impacts, etc.

2. in the second earth, which we will call the “Solar variability” world, 
changes in solar luminosity are projected to result in a 2.8 degrees 
Celsius increase in global mean temperature by 2100, with attendant 
effects on climate, extreme weather, ice sheet melting, species popula-
tion impacts, etc.—the same effects as in the “fossil fuel” world.

in both worlds, the certainty of the science describing the mechanisms in-
volved are the same. assuming a Scriptural creation care mandate, what 
should be our response in each of the two worlds? are our responses the 
same or different between the two? why or why not?

one possible response is that our actions in the “fossil fuel” and the 
“Solar variability” worlds should be different: in the “fossil fuel” world, 
because the problem is due to human activity, we should act by stopping 
the emission of greenhouse gases to prevent the warming, but in the “So-
lar variability” world, we should not (or cannot), do anything because the 
problem is natural. But why should the nature of the cause of the problem 
(human or natural) make a difference in our response? in both worlds, re-
gardless of the cause of the warming, the same warming, with the exact 
same consequences to both human and non-human creation, will occur. if 
the translation of stewardship commands into obedience is straightforward, 
then does not “care” for the environment demand responses in both cases to 
prevent the effects of global warming?

2. This thought experiment comes from roger a. pielke, Jr., a professor of environ-
mental studies and a science-policy researcher at the university of Colorado at Boulder.
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of course, other responses are possible; the point here is not which 
response is correct. rather, the point is this: if we conclude in the “fossil 
fuel” world the correct response is to do something, while in the “Solar 
variability” world the correct response is to do nothing, we have translated 
the biblical commands into obedience not directly, but rather through a 
number of mediating assumptions about the meaning of creation care. 
for instance, we may have decided that the goal of creation care is to keep 
the earth “natural” (where we have defined this as meaning “unaffected by 
people”), and thus mitigating actions in the “Solar variability” world are 
wrong, while the opposite is true in the “fossil fuel” world. The same is 
true if we believe we should act in both the “fossil fuel” and “Solar vari-
ability” worlds: we also have not directly translated biblical commands into 
obedience. rather, we have used a number of mediating assumptions about 
the meaning of creation care. examining the question of how to translate 
biblical commands into obedience, with respect to creation care, requires 
more than getting our theology right.

if it takes more than faithful exegesis in order to determine how we 
are to obey God as stewards of creation, we might expect different groups of 
evangelical environmentalists, while agreeing on the imperative of creation 
care, to advocate very different prescriptions for that care. in fact, we see just 
such a dynamic in current evangelical approaches towards creation care, 
with various Christian environmental organizations emphasizing different 
practices of creation care: some emphasize the importance of living a life 
of simplicity, others focus on worship, others on social justice, while still 
others focus on the connection with mission work.

These differences, however, can encompass more than emphasis in 
a response. Consider two of the major evangelical declarations regarding 
creation care:3 on the Care of Creation: an evangelical declaration on the 
Care of Creation4 (“evangelical declaration”) and The Cornwall declara-
tion on environmental Stewardship5 (“Cornwall declaration”). Both decla-
rations prominently proclaim a conviction of God as Creator and nature as 
his good handiwork: The evangelical declaration affirms, “The cosmos, in 
all its beauty, wildness, and life-giving bounty, is the work of our personal 

3. By “evangelical,” we mean declarations that have attracted support from notable 
evangelical leaders; the declarations themselves may or may not have been authored ex-
clusively by evangelicals. The Cornwall declaration, for instance, is an interfaith docu-
ment, but includes prominent evangelical leaders such as James dobson, Bill Bright, 
and Charles Colson, as signatories.

4. eeN, “evangelical declaration.”
5. Cornwall alliance, “Cornwall declaration.”
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and loving Creator,”6 while the Cornwall declaration teaches, “The earth, 
and with it all the cosmos, reveals its Creator’s wisdom and is sustained and 
governed by his power and lovingkindness.”7

This similarity in core convictions regarding the relationship of na-
ture to its Creator, as we might expect, is coupled with some similarity in 
the goals of the two declarations. and yet, we find their goals are far from 
identical, and that the two declarations even have substantial differences in 
their understandings of what constitutes environmental degradation. for 
instance, the evangelical declaration, on the one hand, claims:

These degradations of creation can be summed up as 1) land 
degradation; 2) deforestation; 3) species extinction; 4) water 
degradation; 5) global toxification; 6) the alteration of atmo-
sphere; 7) human and cultural degradation.8

while the Cornwall declaration claims:

while some environmental concerns are well founded and seri-
ous, others are without foundation or greatly exaggerated. .  .  . 
Some unfounded or undue concerns include fears of destructive 
man-made global warming, overpopulation, and rampant spe-
cies loss.9

agreement regarding the biblical understanding of the nature of creation, 
its connection to its Creator, and even the imperative of creation care, ap-
pears an insufficient condition for agreement regarding the nature of envi-
ronmental problems or their solution.

of course, there are many reasons why such differences exist, some 
creditable and others not. The absence of consensus regarding how to obey 
God’s command to care for creation is also not necessarily undesirable; we 
should be grateful that the multi-faceted nature of God’s gifts to the church 
would also find a multi-faceted expression in the fulfillment of creation care. 
The presence of such differences, however, provides an additional clue to us 
regarding the nature of the command to steward the environment. Through 
following this, and other clues like it, in this book we aim to unpack how 
the creation care command differs from other commands, explain how the 
process of translating command into obedience is more difficult than is usu-
ally appreciated, and make a modest contribution to understanding what it 
means to obey the command to be stewards of creation.

6. eeN, “evangelical declaration.”
7. Cornwall alliance, “Cornwall declaration.”
8. eeN, “evangelical declaration.”
9. Cornwall alliance, “Cornwall declaration.”
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WhAT We need To knoW To TrAnsl ATe commAnd 
inTo oBedience

for any command or request, we can identify three issues or questions 
that need to be addressed in order for us to fully understand how to obey 
that command. These “criteria for obedience” are the importance, goals, 
and practice of the command. By “importance,” we mean there has to be 
an understanding of the imperative of the command. The importance of 
a command tells us how to weigh it with respect to other commands and 
priorities. all commands require such an evaluation: even commands from 
God do not necessarily have equal weight in all circumstances. Jesus, after 
all, tells us there is a “greatest” commandment10 and that the other of God’s 
commands “hang on”11 the first two commandments. and, in his criticism 
of the legalism of israel’s leaders, Jesus says, “woe to you, teachers of the law 
and pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your spices—mint, dill 
and cumin. But you have neglected the more important matters of the law—
justice, mercy and faithfulness. You should have practiced the latter, without 
neglecting the former.”12 in doing so, Jesus reinforces the obligation we have 
to obey everything God commands us while at the same time pointing out 
not all parts of the law have the same importance.

motivation for the command, the type and scope of the command, 
the value of the command, and the value of obeying the command are 
some of the issues to consider when evaluating a command’s importance. 
in some cases—such as in Jesus’s answer to the man who asked what was 
the greatest commandment—we are explicitly told the importance of a 
command. in other cases, understanding the importance of the command 
requires the appropriate use of wisdom, reason, love, intuition, and other 
means of judgment. as an example of such a means of judgment, consider a 
schema proposed by philosopher Charles Taylor. Taylor notes that there are 
two kinds of “evaluations” we make of desires, what he terms “strong” and 
“weak” evaluations.13 in the latter, the depth of evaluation is superficial—
we are interested merely in outcomes—while in the former, the worth of 
the desires is judged.14 Strong evaluations thus are deeper, possess a richer 
language of articulation, and are of greater life import.15 Commands requir-

10. matt 22:37–38.
11. matt 22:40.
12. matt 23:23.
13. Taylor, “what is human agency?” 16.
14. ibid.
15. ibid., 16–27.
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ing strong evaluations to understand and obey would, in this schema, have 
greater worth and thus importance than commands requiring only weak 
evaluations to understand and obey.

The “goals” of the command describe what will result from following 
the command and in doing so clarifies the purpose of the practice. The goals 
represent what we are aiming to accomplish in following the command. of-
ten, the range of possible goals for a command is broader than the range 
of rationales for the importance of a command. we can define multiple 
goals for a command, none of which are mutually exclusive. The goals of a 
command might be some sort of environmental state but could also be an 
outcome for a single individual (e.g., becoming a certain kind of person), 
group of individuals, or for a community or society as a whole. Goals also 
do not have to be material: emotional, ethical, and spiritual outcomes are 
also possible goals for following a command.

how do the goals of a command differ from the importance of a com-
mand? on one level, the two are certainly related: one reason a command 
may be important is that the goals of the command are compelling or im-
portant. or, for some commands, the only goal of the command may merely 
be that the command is obeyed. But in many, if not most, situations, it is 
useful for us to separate the two criteria. as we will see later in this book, 
the range of determinants of the goals criterion is often broader than the 
range of determinants of the importance criterion. in addition, the kinds of 
concerns addressed by the determinants of each criterion often differs: the 
importance criterion is often mainly concerned with questions of meaning 
and purpose while the goals criterion is often more open to incorporating 
pragmatic concerns.

finally, “practice” refers to the actual actions that implement the com-
mand. as in the case with the goals criterion, there is a wide range of pos-
sible practices. practices may be individual or corporate. practices can be 
physical or material activities, but practices can also be mental, emotional, 
or spiritual activities. while public policies (e.g., laws, regulations) are one 
form of practices, they are by no means the predominant form. practices 
unrelated to policymaking—say, the everyday activity of an individual per-
son or the combined activity of a club or group—are often the main prac-
tices through which we obey a command.

in sum, “importance” tells us why we should follow the command, 
“goals” tells us what that following the command will result in, and “prac-
tice” tells us how we will put that command into effect. Thus, the model of 
translating command into obedience is:
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we can define two kinds of commands based on the kind of clarity a 
command has regarding the criteria for obedience of that command. when 
the criteria for obedience are clear, a command leads directly to obedience. 
By clarity, we mean either the answers for the criteria are clear or that it 
is clear that more detailed analysis, description, or understanding of the 
criteria is unneeded for obedience. when there is such clarity, we call such 
obedience “simple obedience.” (Note that the adjective “simple” does not 
refer to whether the command is or is not easy to obey but rather that the 
connection between command and obedience is direct and clear.) when 
the command lacks this clarity, obedience requires thoughtful and detailed 
analysis of the three criteria for obedience. we call this kind of obedience 
“considered obedience.”

The earlier example of “do not steal” is a simple obedience command. 
in terms of importance, the command is required and context independent. 
in terms of goals, there may be any number of goals—character develop-
ment, social peace, love of neighbor, etc.—but because of the non-negotiable 
importance of the command, perfect clarity in goals is unneeded for obedi-
ence to be possible.16 finally, the practice of the command is also clear: do 
not take that which you do not own.

The creation care command lacks such simple clarity: The importance, 
goals, and practice are multi-faceted and complex, and understanding how 
to obey God’s stewardship command requires detailed examination of the 
three criteria for obedience. Questions regarding the importance of creation 
care include: is it central to the fabric of God’s purposes, or peripheral, and 
in what way? if it is central, how does this command compare to other cen-
tral commands? Questions addressing the goals of creation care include: 
what is the purpose of creation care? is it to minimize human influence, 
or to shape nature in a certain way? finally, in examining what creation 
care practices will accomplish those goals, questions we might ask include: 
what frameworks and tools can we use to ascertain which practices will best 
accomplish those goals? are the practices primarily individual or cultural 
and societal too? what are the roles of economics and government, if any? 

16. if the criterion of importance tells us the command is a non-negotiable duty, 
clarity in goals usually does not matter for obedience to be possible.

command →

Criteria:
importance

goals
practice

→ obedience
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again, because God has commanded us to care for creation, the question in 
addressing these criteria is not whether we should care for creation—that is 
non-negotiable—but what that care should look like.

while each of these three criteria are in some ways independent of 
each other—for instance, we can engage in a practice as part of obeying a 
command without necessarily believing in the command’s importance (out-
side of it being commanded of us) or understanding the purposes of obey-
ing the command—a healthy or proper response to the command, rather 
than a misguided, legalistic, etc., response, requires we rightly understand 
all three criteria collectively. usually, we go through these three criteria in 
order, starting with understanding the importance of the command, then 
the goals, and finally deriving the practices that fit those goals. Sometimes, 
however, we may address these criteria out of order. for instance, when 
practice comes first, and our thinking changes in response to our actions, 
sociologists call this “praxis.” Still, order is not as important as the fact that 
all three criteria are addressed.

in our discussion thus far, it may seem that understanding the three 
criteria for obedience is an entirely analytic or rational endeavor. while rea-
son is important, it is not the only means to knowledge and understanding. 
other ways of knowing exist (e.g., intuition) and those ways of knowing can 
also contribute to our understanding of the three criteria. even subjective 
phenomena such as love, compassion, and aesthetic apprehension can be 
ways of knowing about a subject and have a place in our understanding of 
the three criteria. what kinds of knowing exist, how these different kinds of 
knowing interact with one another, and what are the strengths and weak-
nesses of each kind of knowing, will be (at least implicitly) addressed later 
in this book. for now, suffice it to say that as we make a detailed effort to 
understand the three criteria, we may use more than one way of knowing.

if importance, goals, and practice are the three criteria for obedience 
to a biblical command for creation care, what influences determine these 
three criteria? for the case of creation care, there are four such categories 
that determine the criteria for obedience: worldview, ethical theories, sci-
ence, and society. we will call these four categories the “determinants” of the 
criteria for obedience:

Determinants:

worldview — nature of reality
ethical theories — value of nature and weighing values
science — knowledge about nature and connecting to policy
society — politics and economics
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These determinants are not necessarily mutually exclusive and can affect 
one another. Combinations from these four determinants together address 
each of the three criteria, with some categories providing more or less to a 
given criteria. Schematically, this can be given as:

The term “worldview” commonly refers to a person’s understanding 
of the ultimate nature of reality.17 many such worldviews are religious in 
nature (e.g., Christian, Buddhist, muslim), but some are non-religious (e.g., 
nihilist, postmodern).18 in this book, we use worldview in a narrower, more 
literal sense: what do we see when we view the world, especially the natu-
ral world? what is the world? Some worldviews would answer “something 
sacred,” while other worldviews may see the natural world as primarily a 
source of raw materials. Still others see the world primarily in an aesthetic 
sense, perhaps as the canvas of a master painter. whatever our understand-
ing, a worldview provides the foundation upon which our decisions of 
how to treat nature are based. This is not to say worldviews are completely 
determinant: we may act inconsistently with our worldview—for instance, 
we may say we believe God created the world but then treat his creation 
with disrespect—but the inconsistency highlights the foundational nature 
of worldviews, for eventually the cognitive dissonance will be resolved one 
way or the other, either by a change in practice or by a change in worldview.

ethical theories provide the bridge between worldviews and practice. 
if worldviews tell us what nature is, ethical theories help us understand 
the value of nature: both what has value and how to weigh different values 
against one another. put another way, worldviews specify the ontology of 
nature (i.e., the essence of the existence of nature) while ethical theories tell 
us the moral standing of that nature. ontology and ethics are, of course, 
closely related. for instance, someone who considers nature to be created 
by God as an artist creates a work of art may be expected to feel a sense of 
responsibility to care for nature as a gift, in the same way we might care for 

17. James Sire provides a definition of “worldview” in this sense: “a commitment, 
a fundamental orientation of the heart . . . [one holds] about the basic constitution of 
reality, and that provides the foundation on which we live and move and have our be-
ing.” (Sire, The Universe Next Door, 17).

18. ibid., Contents.

Determinants:
worldview

ethical theories
science
society

Criteria:
importance

goals
practice

→
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a portrait given to us by a painter. Such a valuing of nature, however, would 
differ from a valuing of nature as having intrinsic value or a good of its own.

most of the work by evangelical Christians regarding creation care has 
focused on wrestling with worldviews and ethical theories. Comparatively 
little work has addressed the role of science in determining the content of 
creation care or the roles of political and economic systems in narrowing 
policy choice. Consideration of science often begins and ends with getting 
the science “right.” for some, this results from a belief that once biblical ex-
egesis has established the importance of creation care, science automatically 
prescribes the practice of creation care. Since science does so automatically, 
there is no need to analyze how science acts as a determinant for the criteria 
for obedience.

Science and society, however, play crucial roles as determinants for the 
criteria for obedience. in the case of science, proper creation care requires 
understanding the strengths and limits of scientific knowledge (e.g., its epis-
temology), as well as the ways science and policy can connect with each 
other. in the case of society, the way communities are organized and allo-
cate power and responsibility (politics) and goods and money (economics) 
profoundly impact what creation care looks like. Creation care is conducted 
not only by individuals but also by communities: private and public, for 
profit and non-profit, free associations and state actors. as such, how the 
polity is organized affects which creation care practices work and which 
do not. and, because creation care logically affects creation, which in turn 
nearly always impacts the production and distribution of economic goods, 
an analysis of the proper system of economics is needed to help determine 
proper creation care practices.

what sources of knowledge can we bring to bear in fleshing out these 
four determinants? Scripture, as always, provides the authoritative under-
standing for all questions of faith and practice, including our worldview, 
ethical theories, and understanding of science and society; in chapter 3, we 
examine what Scripture says about these topics. But as we saw earlier in our 
thought experiment, Scripture provides only a partial answer to issues sur-
rounding creation care, and so we expect other ways of accessing truth (e.g., 
reason, wisdom, tradition, love, etc.) may also help shape our worldview, 
ethical theories, science, and society. Thus, in this book we will look at the 
parts of the following picture of all the areas that make up considered obedi-
ence with respect to creation care:
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we can think of these determinants of the criteria for obedience in 
the following way: our worldviews tell us, “what is nature,” while ethical 
theories tell us, “what is the value of nature” and what ways are there to 
weigh those values against one another. our understanding of science in-
cludes both the status of scientific knowledge and how science combines 
with ethics and other determinants to form policy. our beliefs about the 
political and economic foundations for society further determine accept-
able solutions. These determinants can each influence each of the criteria 
for obedience alone or in tandem with other determinants. in some cases, 
certain determinants tend to be related to specific criteria. for instance, 
worldviews and ethical theories, because of their foundational nature, usu-
ally address the importance of creation care commands more than science 
and society do. on the other hand, all four determinants contribute to the 
practice criteria. ultimately, however, all four determinants are needed to 
evaluate the criteria for obedience.

A roAdmAP For The resT oF This Bo ok

in this final section of the chapter, we provide a preview or “roadmap” of 
the rest of the book. in this roadmap, we first list the topics and content 
of each subsequent chapter of the book and describe the approach we will 
take. roadmaps, however, in addition to describing the path ahead can also 
describe pitfalls along the road. Thus, after our summary of the book, we 
address some possible concerns readers may have about our approach and 
method. we close with comments regarding our hopes for the reader.

in the subsequent chapters, we examine each of the determinants laid 
out in this introductory chapter. in chapter 2, we summarize some of the 
most prominent worldviews, their understanding of creation, and their rela-
tionship to environmental stewardship. Though other more comprehensive 

Determinants:
worldview

ethical theories
science
society

as known through
Scripture, reason, wisdom,

tradition, love, etc.

Criteria:
importance

goals
practice

→ →→ obediencecommand
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treatments exist, in chapter 3 we review the Scriptural understanding of 
creation care and summarize what Scripture can and cannot tell us about 
the importance criterion. in chapter 4, we examine different ethical theories 
used to understand environmental goods and how these assumptions relate 
to the imperatives from Scripture. Science—its meaning, authority, and rela-
tionships to policy—is considered in chapter 5. Chapter 6 broadly describes 
how various political and economic theories impact the content of environ-
mental stewardship. each of the chapters examining the determinants of the 
criteria for obedience (chapters 2–6) follows a similar outline, examining: 
what is the nature of the determinant, what does the determinant tell us and 
not tell us about the criteria for obedience, and how does our understanding 
of the determinant ultimately impact our understanding of the content of 
creation care. in chapter 7, we focus on the practice of environmental stew-
ardship, examining the range of responses and some considerations when 
selecting amongst possible responses. in chapter 8, we outline the goals and 
process for synthesizing the determinants of the criteria for obedience.

our approach in this book can be characterized as “synthesis through 
dialogue.” This book is, first and foremost, a work of synthesis. This can be a 
synthesis of principle (that is, a synthesis regarding theories of environmen-
tal stewardship) as well as a synthesis regarding an issue (that is, a synthesis 
regarding a specific environmental problem). regardless of the scope of the 
synthesis, we are convinced that one major difficulty in crafting excellent 
creation care solutions is the lack of synthesis through dialogue, both intel-
lectually (since different disciplines are often siloed from one another) as 
well as personally (with people, instead, often talking past one another). 
when it comes to environmental issues, there is no lack of verbiage or po-
lemic, but genuine dialogue, which is truly open to considering and possibly 
incorporating alternative viewpoints, is more lacking.

Synthesis through dialogue requires we consider multiple viewpoints. 
as a result, we consider a broad range of determinants and tap into a rich 
history of work in theology, ethics, epistemology, politics, economics, and 
science-policy studies. in addition, within each sub-topic, we examine a full 
range of positions possible for a given topic. Thus, for many of the determi-
nants, we will describe a spectrum of positions that are reasonably consis-
tent with the creation care command. as we do so, however, we will avoid 
claiming one view along the spectrum is “right” while others are wrong. 
instead, we will focus on clarifying the assumptions that go into each posi-
tion, the strengths and weaknesses of the position, enumerate the kinds of 
questions we might ask to judge which position (or positions) are better 
than others, and describe how these positions influence what we conclude 
about the three criteria for obedience.
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The motivation for our study, as well as its analytical structure, may 
lead to a number of concerns. Before beginning the meat of our argument, 
we address three of those concerns. first, the argument that Scripture often 
does not fully dictate the content of creation care (or, in the secular context, 
that deontological categorical imperatives do not fully dictate the activities 
of environmental stewardship), may seem as if we are denigrating Scriptural 
authority, God’s concern with his creation, or the duty to live responsibly. 
many (if not most) treatments of environmental ethics begin with some 
sort of foundational theme or principle and from that theme directly de-
rive personal and public policy responses. The approach we are advocating, 
it seems, overthrows this methodology for an academic version of “Stone 
Soup”: a little bit from this discipline, a little bit from that discipline, throw 
it all into a pot, and voilà, we have the content of creation care. But, it starts 
with nothing more than a stone: there is no unifying theme or principle.

in reply, we argue that while the idea of directly deriving the content 
of creation care from a foundational belief is attractive, for many environ-
mental problems, this is neither feasible nor advisable. as we examine each 
of the determinants, we will build upon the motivating arguments of this 
introductory chapter and find additional reasons why for many environ-
mental problems, we need to exercise considered, not simple obedience. 
additionally, in saying that we often cannot directly derive the content of 
creation care from a foundational belief, we are not saying foundational 
beliefs have no role in considered obedience. in the subsequent chapters, we 
will consider a variety of foundational beliefs and find they have much to 
say about environmental stewardship. Nonetheless, what foundational be-
liefs say and how they say it falls short of the enabling of simple obedience 
that many assume foundational beliefs make possible.

a second concern about our methodology is the suspicion that the 
model of human action we are using to understand environmental stew-
ardship—with its large number of determinants of the criteria for obedi-
ence—is too complex to be successfully used. is it possible to bring so many 
disciplines in fruitful dialogue with one another? Can we reach any kind 
of answer or synthesis of so many topics? will this book merely ask a lot 
of questions without providing an answer? if so, is the real purpose of the 
book to argue that we cannot figure out one “right” understanding of the 
content of creation care, and thus environmental stewardship is ultimately 
a pragmatic endeavor?

in reply, we argue that because environmental stewardship involves 
so many facets of human endeavor, we cannot ascertain what excellent 
environmental stewardship entails without examining all the determinants 
of the criteria for obedience. whether we can successfully synthesize these 
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disparate fields, we admit, is an open question. while we believe our attempt 
in this book at synthesis does contribute something to our understanding of 
the nature of environmental stewardship, we concede that many questions 
remain unanswered. we see this work as a first step towards a broad syn-
thesis, a work that proposes a taxonomy that can be used in further work in 
synthesis and one that prepares the ground for more fruitful dialogue. The 
entire endeavor of analyzing what environmental stewardship looks like in 
the modern world, we suggest, is itself quite young: much of the work done 
in the field has been done in the mid- to latter half of the twentieth century. 
while much scholarship has been done, much more remains to be done. To 
use an analogy with the history of mechanics, with regards to environmen-
tal stewardship, we have, perhaps, moved past an aristotelian mechanics to 
a mechanics informed by Galileo and Kepler, but we have not yet arrived 
at a Newtonian mechanics, much less one that includes maxwell’s unified 
electromagnetic field theory, einstein’s general and special relativity, and 
quantum phenomena. Thus, if our attempts at synthesis fall short, this does 
not mean such a synthesis is not possible or that the only alternative is prag-
matism. it is premature to make such definitive conclusions.

Third, our strategy of considering a range of options for each determi-
nant, and our reluctance to claim one option in that range as “correct,” may 
lead some readers to conclude the ultimate message of this book is that it 
does not really matter what we believe regarding creation care as any posi-
tion is legitimate. in reply, we argue that the absence of a clear “position” 
in this book with regards to a number of the determinants does not mean 
that we believe all positions are equivalent nor that we do not have our own 
deeply held positions. however, because the goal of this book is to set out 
a taxonomy for understanding creation care, and to do so in a way that 
enables dialogue, the use of polemics would be fatal to the entire enterprise. 
dialogue requires the views of all sides to be presented as accurately and 
winsomely as would be presented by those who hold those views.

That being said, implicit in our argument for a synthesis that covers 
all the determinants of the criteria for obedience is the contention (or, at 
least, the suggestion) that some aspects of the determinants and criteria for 
obedience regarding environmental stewardship are underdetermined. This 
does not mean everything is relative: there is truth and we can know at least 
some of that truth. But being underdetermined means that there are limits 
as to what of the truth we can know as well as limits as to the status of the 
truth we do know.19 Being underdetermined also can mean that we may 

19. in mathematics, an underdetermined system of equations is one where the num-
ber of equations is less than the number of unknowns. Being underdetermined does 
not mean the equations have no solution or that we can say nothing about a solution 
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understand some aspects of the truth about a determinant in some situa-
tions while in others it may be less clear. for instance, in chapter 5, regard-
ing science, we will find different views of the epistemology of science lead 
to different views of its authority and, thus, different views of how science 
interacts with policymaking. This spectrum of views regarding the latter ex-
ists, partly, because the problem of demarcation (of determining what is and 
is not science) has not been convincingly solved,20 and partly because for 
some kinds of environmental problems, science interacts with policy in one 
way while for other kinds of environmental problems, science interacts with 
policy in another way. in this book, we examine some of the reasons for this, 
but it is beyond the scope of this book to do so exhaustively. our analysis, 
however, suggests that the role of science in environmental stewardship is 
more complex than is commonly appreciated.

Taken more broadly, we find that some aspects of environmental 
stewardship, in general, are also underdetermined. rather than science (or 
Scripture, politics, etc.) automatically prescribing the practice of creation 
care, the contribution of the determinants is sometimes difficult to fully de-
scribe. This, however, neither denies truth nor the possibility of action. The 
philosopher and theologian Blaise pascal has said:

one must know when it is right to doubt, to affirm, to submit. 
anyone who does otherwise does not understand the force of 
reason. Some men run counter to these three principles, either 
affirming that everything can be proved, because they know 
nothing about proof, or doubting everything, because they do 
not know when to submit, or always submitting, because they 
do not know when judgement [sic] is called for.21

The underdetermined nature of environmental stewardship does not mean 
that there are no moral absolutes regarding environmental stewardship. it 
does mean that the path from principles to practice is often incredibly com-
plex and multi-faceted, not simple, and requires the highest levels of creativ-
ity to bring together many different fields of study—with different kinds of 
authority and expertise and different limitations in the kinds of knowledge 
provided—into an uneasy and unfamiliar dialogue with one another.

as far as we are aware, there are relatively few works that have sought 
to bring the breadth of topics considered by this book into dialogue with 
one another within a common framework.22 By examining how each of 

but merely that there is not enough information to determine a unique solution.
20. hutchinson, “warfare and wedlock,” 93.
21. pascal, Pensées, 53–54 [fragment 170].
22. Geographer Janel Curry’s “social framework of analysis” regarding Christians 
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the determinants each inform each of the criteria for obedience, we hope 
to create such a taxonomy in the hopes that this kind of framework and 
the dialogue it supports can help us think more clearly and precisely about 
environmental stewardship. along the way, we will find that the call to not 
only faithful stewardship but also excellent stewardship of creation is much 
more difficult than is commonly appreciated, and that the seeming simplic-
ity behind the mandate to care for creation has within it pitfalls and snares 
that can harm creation and lead to a misguided conviction of biblical (or 
scientific, etc.) warrant for a given policy. we hope this book will help point 
the way towards some alternatives.

discUssion QUesTions

1. The author argues that the Bible, while authoritative for all matters of 
faith and life, does not directly prescribe much of the content of cre-
ation care. what do you think of this argument? what are its strengths? 
weaknesses? why?

2. is the distinction between the content of creation care and other as-
pects of creation care (e.g., motivation) a useful distinction to make? 
what pitfalls are possible for us to fall in if we make such a distinction? 
in what ways is that distinction helpful?

3. The author suggests proper obedience to God’s commands requires 
clarity in three criteria: importance, goals, and practice. Can we obey 
without clarity in these criteria? why or why not? would you add or 
subtract any of these criteria? why?

4. The author draws a distinction between determinants and criteria for 
obedience. does such a distinction or taxonomy seem valid? why or 
why not? in what ways might such a distinction be useful in trying to 
understand the nature of creation care?

5. what additional determinants would you subtract from the list the 
author provides? why? are there other determinants the author did 
not include that you would argue are vital if we are to understand the 
nature of creation care? why?

and climate change, which integrates views on eschatology, how humans, nature, and 
God relate to one another, and models of responsibility of social change, is one attempt 
at a broad understanding of factors that affect one’s understanding of climate change. 
(Curry, “Social framework”)
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2

If You Could See What I See
Worldviews

A PArABle, conTinUed

Gabriel had been friends with rob lane since their under-
graduate days in the aeronautical and astronautical engineer-
ing program at Titan university. while making wind tunnel 
measurements together, they found out they both loved engi-
neering, shared three-quarters of their last name, and grew up 
playing tennis. for a few years after graduation, the two had 
drifted apart a little. rob moved across the country to work 
at a defense contractor on the nation’s next-generation fighter 
aircraft while Gabriel headed off to seminary to study Greek, 
hebrew, and theology. But they had reconnected a decade later 
when both had moved to the same city, and their friendship 
became even deeper in the months following as Gabriel walked 
with rob in his grief at the untimely death of rob’s mother. rob 
was as good-hearted and loyal a friend as one could wish for, 
and Gabriel was grateful for the return of this friendship.

when Gabriel pulled up to the tennis court, rob was already 
out hitting a few balls against the backboard. after joining him 
for a few minutes, Gabriel and rob sat down on a bench to-
gether to adjust their rackets and wait for the pair who were 
finishing up a game on the court rob had reserved.
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“how’re things going, Gabriel?” asked rob. “is your congre-
gation treating you well?”

Gabriel paused. “Things are well overall,” replied Gabriel, 
“but, well, we just had a big blow-up last week and i’m not sure 
what to do about it. i’m not even sure how i ought to think about 
it.” and Gabriel explained his sermon series on creation care 
and the meeting of the church’s creation care committee. rob 
looked thoughtful.

“and what puzzles me the most,” Gabriel finished, “is that i 
know both parties on the committee want to care for the envi-
ronment and share the Christian worldview. why, then, would 
their disagreement be so strong?”

“well, Gabriel,” replied rob, “you know that i’m an atheist 
and don’t have a worldview, and while i respect your faith, i 
don’t share your beliefs.” Gabriel nodded. rob continued, “from 
my viewpoint, religious worldviews may be important when it 
comes to ethics and morals, but when it comes to environmental 
policy, what matters is what the science says.”

“Thanks, rob,” replied Gabriel. “but at the risk of making 
our conversation end up like one of those late nights in the 
dorm philosophizing over pizza”—at this Gabriel’s eyes glinted 
and rob smiled back—“let me push you a bit. what do you 
mean that you don’t have a worldview? doesn’t an atheistic 
materialism claim that matter in motion is all the universe is? 
wouldn’t that understanding of what is nature have an effect on 
your views on how to care for nature?”

rob looked thoughtful again. “i suppose so, Gabriel,” rob 
said, “but if the universe is merely matter, to me that makes it all 
the clearer that science tells me how i should treat the environ-
ment. after all, science is the study of matter, and if the universe 
is matter, doesn’t that make science the best way of discover-
ing how that matter behaves and, by extension, should be cared 
for?” The players who had been on the court had just passed 
Gabriel and rob on the bench, and Gabriel and rob picked up 
their rackets and bags.

as they walked onto the court, Gabriel replied, “Yes, that 
makes sense, rob, but if, hypothetically speaking, the world is 
more than mere matter in motion, then science wouldn’t be 
enough to tell you how to care for the world, right?” Gabriel 
picked out a tennis ball and hit it over to rob.

rob chuckled as he returned the ball. “hypothetically speak-
ing, i suppose so,” rob said. “But if science isn’t enough to tell 
us how to care for the environment,” he continued, “what is?” 
The ball hit the pavement to Gabriel’s backhand, just beyond his 
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reach. “Nice return, hypothetically speaking,” said Gabriel, and 
both of them laughed.

inTrodUcTion

as we noted in chapter 1, the term “worldview” commonly refers to “a com-
mitment, a fundamental orientation of the heart . . . [one holds] about the 
basic constitution of reality, and that provides the foundation on which we 
live and move and have our being.”1 with regards to the environment, how-
ever, we can narrow our definition of a worldview to be the description of 
the part of reality we consider “the environment” or “nature.” put another 
way, in this more limited sense, a worldview—which may be religious or 
non-religious—literally means “what you see when you see the world.” do 
you see a universe of inanimate matter (quarks, electrons, etc.) in meaning-
less motion? or a land inhabited by wood gods and water goddesses? or an 
aesthetic paradise that draws human beings into awe and wonder? or the 
handiwork of a loving and eternal God unconstrained by space and time? 
or as something else? what is “nature” and the “natural”?2

regardless of the kind of worldview one holds, we can use a common 
schema from the comparative study of religions to define five basic ques-
tions regarding the environment that worldviews address: reality, origin, 
condition, solution, destiny. in a lecture on world religions and the envi-
ronment, theologian r. Boaz Johnson describes these five questions in the 
following way:3 

1. reality: what do we mean by reality and is there such a thing as an 
ultimate reality?

2. origin: what is the origin of the universe and human beings?

3. Condition: what is the condition of the environment and humanity? 
is the universe healthy or unhealthy?

4. Solution: what solutions exist for human and environmental 
problems?

5. destiny: where is humanity and the universe heading? is there a des-
tination or only the journey?

1. Sire, The Universe Next Door, 17.
2. in an essay on genetic engineering and the food industry, philosopher mark 

Sagoff provides a concise summary of the different senses of the term “natural” (Sagoff, 
“Genetic engineering,” 5).

3. Johnson, “Crisis.”
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To that extent, we can define an environmental worldview as a foundational 
way of seeing the world that answers these five questions. Not all worldviews 
purposely address all of these questions, though the most comprehensive 
ones do. all five aspects of a worldview impact our view of creation care, for 
these five aspects tell us what we think nature is, in its most foundational 
sense.

in this chapter, we will explore how environmental worldviews affect 
the criteria for obedience. Some readers, however, may wonder about the 
value of considering this determinant. Christian readers may wonder how 
considering non-Christian worldviews will help them better understand 
the nature of a biblically-based creation care. Secular readers may feel that 
worldviews are matters of religion and wonder how examining such world-
views will help them understand excellent environmental stewardship. 
as the chapter progresses, we will find that understanding worldviews in 
general will help anyone—regardless of your worldview—in understanding 
the motivations behind different positions on environmental stewardship. 
everyone, religious or not, has a worldview: we all understand the world as 
being something. as such, there are religious as well as secular worldviews, 
all of which can affect one’s understanding of environmental stewardship. 
an analysis of worldviews not our own can also provide useful contrasts to 
help us better understand our own worldviews and their impact on ques-
tions of environmental stewardship. finally, understanding worldviews dif-
ferent than our own can help us identify possible common ground on which 
to build agreement as well as clarify the true nature of disagreements.

in our discussion of worldviews, we will consider the range of world-
views, what worldviews cannot and can provide, and the impact of world-
views on each of the criteria (importance, goals, and practice). we will 
find worldviews to have an important though limited effect on the criteria, 
particularly on the importance of environmental stewardship. what we find 
in this chapter to be true of worldviews in general will set-up our more 
detailed discussion of the biblical worldview in chapter 3.

The rAnge oF WorldvieWs 

while the number of worldviews is probably uncountable, we describe six 
major environmental worldviews that span most of the range in worldviews 
and give a good sense of both what worldviews entail as well as what kind of 
influence worldviews provide with regards to environmental stewardship.4 
of these six, four are religious and two are non-religious worldviews. Below, 

4. Clifton-Soderstrom, “Summary.”
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we provide a description of these six worldviews. our description will be 
a broad-brushed summary of the worldviews and will gloss over the spec-
trum of differences within each worldview. in our description, we do not 
provide a point-by-point answer to each of the five questions Johnson enu-
merates above. Nonetheless, the description shows what kinds of answers 
the worldview provides to Johnson’s questions and how those answers are 
intertwined with the worldview’s picture of reality.

The Christian Worldview

in the Christian worldview, nature is neither self-existing nor self-caused. 
rather, all of reality, both physical and non-physical, is the result of the free 
creation of a good and loving God.5 God is not far away from his creation 
but is instead immanent and sustains his creation. Yet, at the same time, 
God is entirely transcendent and “other” than what he has made. Because 
God creates and sustains creation, the creation is best understood through 
worshipping the Creator and the order, beauty, and fruitfulness that God 
has given it.

although the creation is fallen from the perfection it once had, it still 
has a number of purposes and roles, and a destiny of redemption. it is a 
testimony of God’s glory and providence. it provides resources for the use of 
human beings, but creation is also humanity’s charge. we are to care for and 
steward creation; nature is a garden that humanity is to tend. That tenure 
will, one day, culminate in a joyous reunion of heaven and earth when God 
recreates and restores creation to what it was meant to be. (in the next chap-
ter, we will provide a more detailed description of a biblical understanding 
of nature.)

The Buddhist Worldview

a Buddhist worldview understands existence as the primary constituent 
of reality. existence is not atomic—individual identity between persons 
and objects has no ultimate ontological reality—but rather is holistic, 

5. writer Joe Carter notes that Christians have traditionally understood creation as 
being not merely physical and material but also non-physical and non-material (Carter, 
“Should Christians”). he argues that often when we use the term “supernatural,” we 
seem to suggest all of creation is physical and material; angels, however, are created but 
non-physical, and there are natural entities such as ethics and aesthetics that are not 
reducible to physical manifestations (ibid.). This is also discussed in chapter 3.
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interconnected, and relational.6 Because of ego and the cravings of self, 
existence is full of suffering.7 The destruction of desire, self-mastery, and 
increased sensitivity to the Buddha-nature frees us from suffering and en-
ables us to achieve enlightenment, where we are fully one with the reality 
of existence because we are free from the deception of thinking our egos 
are substantial. Note that nature also inhabits the ontological reality of ex-
istence.8 in addition to that ultimate reality, however, nature also provides a 
sacred context in which humanity moves towards enlightenment.9

The Confucian Worldview

The Confucian conception of reality is also holistic, with an understand-
ing of the self that is connected with the cosmos.10 This holism, however, is 
not as monistic as the Buddhist worldview: the operative metaphor relating 
humanity and nature in Confucian thought is the notion of humanity as an 
elder brother to the cosmos.11 in that sense, right apprehension of reality 
involves recognizing we are kin with all that is part of the cosmos. Just as 
filial piety is the correct attitude in human families, this should also be our 
attitude to the cosmos. 

as a result, humanity finds nature and the world to be its spiritual 
and physical home, rather than some other heavenly realm or some future 
perfected world. we find our place in the current world and we are to live 
in harmony with nature and tend and cultivate the harmony that is present 
within nature.12

The Taoist Worldview

The Taoist worldview, like Buddhism, sees reality in holistic terms, char-
acterized by interrelatedness and continuity. This cosmos has no creator 
and there is nothing besides the universe. like Buddhism, Taoism also 
sees humanity as best understanding reality when it destroys desires and 

6. Gross, “Buddhist environmental ethic,” 337–38; Swearer, “principles and po-
etry,” 229–30.

7. Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 84–85; Swearer, “principles and poetry,” 226.
8. Swearer, “principles and poetry,” 230.
9. regarding the ideas in this paragraph, see also Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 

84–98.
10. Snyder, “Chinese Traditions,” 108.
11. Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 77–78.
12. ibid., 78–79.
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a self-centered view. The focus of human relationship with nature in this 
holism, however, is characterized by harmony with the rhythms of nature. 
Taoism sees nature as humanity’s spiritual home whose patterns guide our 
development. living in harmony with nature requires us to practice wu-wei, 
or “letting be”: the operative metaphor for this practice is that of swimming 
with, rather than against, the flow of a river.13 Wu-wei tells us to creatively 
cohere with nature, rather than resist nature.14

The Enlightenment Worldview

The enlightenment worldview (a secular, non-religious worldview) sees 
reality as merely material, lacking any teleology or end, and operating im-
personally by universal law.15 (Note that here we use “enlightenment” as a 
label for a popular, contemporary worldview that is descended from strands 
of thought held by some thinkers in the historical enlightenment. in actual-
ity, enlightenment-era thinkers were not necessarily secular or materialist.) 
The best way to know reality is through the objectivity and rationality of 
mathematical and scientific inquiry. Nature is thus seen primarily as a re-
source for human use and to enable human progress, and the relationship 
of humanity with nature is that of a user or investigator of natural resources 
and phenomena.16

The Romantic Worldview

while the romantic worldview, like the enlightenment worldview, can also 
be secular and non-religious,17 the romantic worldview rejects the idea that 
the natural world can be reduced to “matter in motion.” instead, nature is 
seen as organic, shot through with beauty and sacredness; nature is an ar-
tistic masterpiece. as a result, reality is best apprehended through the fine 
arts (e.g., poetry, painting, etc.) and immediate experience. The relation of 
nature to humanity is that of a sublime garden through which we come to 
know both ourselves and any supernatural realm. Thus, our fundamental 
role with respect to nature is that of an appreciator.

13. Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 79.
14. Snyder, “Chinese Traditions,” 114.
15. Koeller, “Newton”; Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 125–40.
16. Bouma-prediger, Beauty of the Earth, 84; Kinsley, Ecology and Religion, 133–35.
17. while romanticism is not necessarily religious, there are religious versions 

of romanticism and religious worldviews that have incorporated major tenets of 
romanticism.
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